Zhang, Kechen, Iris Ginzburg, Bruce L. McNaughton, and Ter-decoding problems have been studied previously (Abbott rence J. Sejnowski. Interpreting neuronal population activity by re-1994; Bialek et al. 1991; Optican and Richmond 1987; Saliconstruction: unified framework with application to hippocampal nas and Abbott 1994; Seung and Sompolinsky 1993; Snippe place cells. J. Neurophysiol. 79: 1017-1044, 1998. Physical variables 1996 Zemel et al. 1997; Zohary et al. 1994 ).
Two main goals for reconstruction are approached in this the body in space are coded as activity levels in populations of paper. The first goal is technical and is exemplified by the neurons. Reconstruction or decoding is an inverse problem in which population vector method applied to motor cortical activities the physical variables are estimated from observed neural activity.
during various reaching tasks (Georgopoulos et al. 1986 (Georgopoulos et al. , 1989  Reconstruction is useful first in quantifying how much information Schwartz 1994) and the template matching method applied to about the physical variables is present in the population and, second, in providing insight into how the brain might use distributed represen-disparity selective cells in the visual cortex (Lehky and Sejnowtations in solving related computational problems such as visual ob-ski 1990) and hippocampal place cells during rapid learning of ject recognition and spatial navigation. Two classes of reconstruction place fields in a novel environment (Wilson and McNaughton methods, namely, probabilistic or Bayesian methods and basis func-1993). In these examples, reconstruction extracts information tion methods, are discussed. They include important existing methods from noisy neuronal population activity and transforms it to a as special cases, such as population vector coding, optimal linear more explicit and convenient representation of movement and estimation, and template matching. As a representative example for position. In this paper, various reconstruction methods that are the reconstruction problem, different methods were applied to multitheoretically optimal under different frameworks are considelectrode spike train data from hippocampal place cells in freely ered; the ultimate theoretical limits on the best achievable accumoving rats. The reconstruction accuracy of the trajectories of the racy for all possible methods also are derived. rats was compared for the different methods. Bayesian methods were especially accurate when a continuity constraint was enforced, and Our second goal for reconstruction is biological. Because the best errors were within a factor of two of the information-theoretic the brain extracts information distributed among the activity limit on how accurate any reconstruction can be and were comparable of populations of neurons to solve various computational with the intrinsic experimental errors in position tracking. In addition, problems, the question arises as to which algorithms feasibly the reconstruction analysis uncovered some interesting aspects of might be used in the brain. Contrary to previous views, place cell activity, such as the tendency for erratic jumps of the the various reconstruction methods, including the Bayesian reconstructed trajectory when the animal stopped running. In general, methods, can be implemented by a simple feedforward neuthe theoretical values of the minimal achievable reconstruction errors ral network. This demonstrates that biological systems have quantify how accurately a physical variable is encoded in the neuronal the resources needed to implement the most efficient reconpopulation in the sense of mean square error, regardless of the method struction algorithms, which can reach the Cramér-Rao lower used for reading out the information. One related result is that the bound under suitable conditions. In addition, our theoretical theoretical accuracy is independent of the width of the Gaussian tuning function only in two dimensions. Finally, all the reconstruction results on minimal reconstruction error become immediately methods considered in this paper can be implemented by a unified relevant for understanding the accuracy of population coding neural network architecture, which the brain feasibly could use to in biological systems and its dependence on the tuning pasolve related problems.
rameters of individual cells.
In this paper, hippocampal place cells serve as a primary example of the reconstruction problem and are used for test-I N T R O D U C T I O N ing different methods. Some interesting biological properties of place cells are revealed by the reconstruction, which illusReconstruction is a useful strategy for analyzing data re-trates the power of this approach for studying populations corded from populations of neurons, in which external physi-of neurons. cal variables such as the orientation of a light bar on a screen, the direction of hand movement in space, or the position of D E S C R I P T I O N O F P L A C E C E L L F I R I N G a freely moving animal in space are estimated from brain Representative example of reconstruction activity. Reconstruction is sometimes called decoding, where ''coding'' describes the tuning of neuronal responses to the Position reconstruction based on hippocampal place cell activity provides an excellent example that captures all major variables of interest. A wide range of neural coding and aspects of reconstruction . Basic description The task is to infer the position of the rat's head based on
The goal of this section is to quantify the basic tuning the patterns of spiking activity from simultaneously recorded property of a place cell. Reconstruction only needs two distriplace cells. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a place cell is often quiet bution functions derived from the data. The first one is the and fires maximally only when the animal's head is within probability P(x) for the animal to visit each spatial position certain restricted regions in the environment, called the place x Å (x, y), a vector that denotes the position of the animal's fields (McNaughton et al. 1983; Muller et al. 1987 ; O'Keefe head on the horizontal plane. In our dataset, x was discretized and Dostrovsky 1971; Olton et al. 1978) .
on 256 1 256 grid and sampled at 20 Hz. Let N(x) be the Successful simultaneous recordings from many cells in number of times the animal was found at position x during the hippocampus of a freely behaving rat make it possible a time period, say, of several minutes; then the probability of to study population activity and reconstruction in single tri-finding the animal at x can be estimated as als. In most other systems, such as recordings from motor cortex during reaching, neurons usually are recorded sequen-
tially during the same task, and the population is examined later under the assumption that the cells would have similar This probability is sometimes called spatial occupancy. statistics if recorded simultaneously. In single-trial reconThe second distribution needed by reconstruction is the avstruction, phenomena such as erratic jumps in reconstructed erage firing rate f (x) of a place cell for each position x. The trajectory easily can become apparent (Fig. 9) .
firing rate distribution f (x) is sometimes called the tuning It is important to realize that the general formulation of function or the firing rate map (Fig. 1 ). Let S(x) be the total the reconstruction problem does not rely on any unique propnumber of spikes collected while the animal was at location erties of place cells. In other words, the same approach used x, then the average firing rate at x is estimated as for place cells could be applied to other reconstruction problems without essential modification. The vector x, which is
interpreted in these recordings as the position of the animal in the maze, could in general be interpreted as any external where Dt is the time interval of position tracking so that physical variables with which neural activity is correlated. N(x)Dt is the total time spent at position x. The derived firing rate map f (x) was smoothed by convolving it with a Gaussian kernel (Parzen window) with a standard deviation Place cell data of 1 cm. In theory, the time average of the firing rate should equal to the spatial average f mean Å ͚ x f (x)P(x). This is no The experimental data analyzed in this paper were oblonger exactly true after the aforementioned smoothing, and tained by methods that have been described by Wilson and therefore can be used as a cross-check. , Skaggs, McNaughton, Wilson, and The firing rate distribution f (x) can be interpreted in terms , and Barnes, Suster, Shen, and McNaughton of conditional probability as follows (1997) . The accuracy of spike timing data of neurons from areas CA1 or CA3 of the right hippocampus was 0.1 ms.
The head position was tracked by infrared diodes on the head stage that were sampled at 20 Hz and at a resolution This is equivalent to Eq. 2, as is verified readily by using of 256 1 256 pixels (Ç111 1 111 cm). Several channels Eq. 1 and the definition of two additional quantities, namely, of hippocampal local field potentials were recorded at 200 the conditional probability or 1,000 Hz. Data were obtained from two young rats while running
continuously in familiar mazes. Animal 1 was running on the elevated tracks of a figure-8 maze ( Fig. 1) , with clockwise for an arbitrarily chosen spike to fall into the spatial position movement in the upper loop and counterclockwise movex, and the overall average firing rate ment in the lower loop. The outer dimensions of the maze were 93.5 1 80.7 cm, and the width of the tracks was 6.4
cm ( Fig. 1) . Animal 2 was running on the tracks of a rectangular maze, physically identical to the upper loop of the figure-8 maze. Both animals stopped briefly at the corners with ͚ x S(x) being the total number of spikes and ͚ x N(x)Dt of the mazes for food reward during the recordings.
In reconstruction, the first 7 min of data from animal 1 being the total time of recording. The firing rate distribution were used to compute firing rate maps and visiting probabili-f (x) describes the intrinsic tendency for the cell to fire at ties, and the subsequent 7 min of data were used for recon-each position x and is independent of how often the animal struction. For animal 2, the sampling and testing intervals visits this position. were 10 min each. For comparison, we also used the second Our method of computing the firing rate map is similar halves of data for sampling and the first halves for testing. to that in Muller, Kubie, and Ranck (1987) . An alternative In another analysis, the data were divided into consecutive method with adaptive binning has been used by Skaggs, 3-min time blocks, with only a single block chosen for sam-McNaughton, Wilson, and Barnes (1996) . Additional consideration of the heading direction and the intrinsic directionpling, leaving all remaining blocks for testing.
FIG
. 1. Firing rate maps of 25 hippocampal place cells simultaneously recorded in a rat ( animal 1) running on elevated track of a figure-8 maze, with clockwise movement in upper loop and counterclockwise movement in lower loop, and slowing down at corners for food. Restricted regions with high firing rates are called place fields. Another 32 simultaneously recorded cells in same animal were active during sleep but virtually silent on this maze and therefore were not shown. Maps were computed from 7 min of continuous data. Reciprocal fields were obtained from firing rate maps by using a pseudoinverse. In each plot, scaling is linear with zero value corresponding to 0 in color map and maximum positive value corresponding to 1. Here reciprocal fields roughly resemble place fields, but have negative values in surrounding regions.
ality of place cells (McNaughton et al. 1983; Muller et al. L I N E A R A P P R O A C H : B A S I S F U N C T I O N S 1994) may be formulated by running velocity modulation Direct basis and reciprocal basis of firing rate as in the next section. A basis function method uses a linear combination of fixed templates, or basis functions, with the coefficients in Firing rate modulation the linear combination proportional to the activity of the neurons. The template functions can be chosen arbitrarily. The description in the preceding section can be broadened Define n i as the number of spikes fired by cell i within the to incorporate the modulation of firing rate by additional time window, and f i (x) as an arbitrary basis function or variables other than the position x, such as running speed, template function associated with this cell. The basic computhe heading direction, and the theta rhythm. For our dataset, tation is the linear sum including firing rate modulation only slightly improved re-
construction accuracy.
RUNNING VELOCITY. The firing rate of a place cell typically which is a distribution function over two-dimensional (2-increases with running speed and also depends on the head-D) physical space indexed by x. The peak position of this ing direction when movement is confined to a narrow track distribution can be taken as the reconstructed position x of (McNaughton et al. 1983) . Both the effects of speed and the animal; that is direction can be modeled as multiplicative modulation of firing rate by the running velocity. For our dataset, the ani-
mals run mostly in one direction, and we need only to consider the firing rate modulation by speed. where argmax means the value of x that maximizes the In general, suppose the average firing rate f (x, v) of a function. cell at position x also depends on the instantaneous running
The basis function framework encompasses existing methvelocity v. Consider multiplicatively separable firing rate ods such as the population vector method (Georgopoulos modulation of the form et al. 1986), the template matching method (Lehky and Sejnowski 1990; , and the
optimal linear estimator (Salinas and Abbott 1994) as special cases. A more detailed discussion of these methods folwhere functions F(x) and G(v) depend on x and v only, lows in a later section. respectively. The simplest case is linear speed modulation
The major question in this approach is how to choose
( 7 ) template functions with minimal reconstruction error. It is useful to make a distinction between a direct basis and a That is, G(v) Å a£ / b is a linear function of the speed reciprocal basis. A direct basis is identified with the firing £ Å ÉvÉ, with a and b being constant. rate distribution, which can be measured experimentally. A Equation 7 of linear speed modulation is a reasonable reciprocal basis, which arises naturally in minimizing the approximation for place cells, at least when averaged over mean square error, is related to the Moore-Penrose pseudoina population (McNaughton et al. 1983 ) (see also Fig. 8 ). verse. Here reciprocal means that applying the pseudoinverse A similar modulation by speed occurs for cells in the motor twice reverts back to the original basis. cortex of monkeys. Schwartz (1993 Schwartz ( , 1994 has shown that To formalize the method, let f i (x) be the average firing adding up the population vector head to tail approximately rate of the cell i when the animal is at position x. Then, by reproduces the hand trajectory. This implies that the length definition, the expected number of spikes n i this cell fires of the population vector is roughly proportional to reaching within a time window of unit length should be speed. Thus to a first approximation, the reaching speed
modulates the average firing rate linearly also in the motor cortex. where the distribution function r(x) describes the position THETA RHYTHM. The timing of spike firing relative to the of the animal and is 1 at the animal's current position and phase of the theta waves in the hippocampal local field po-is zero elsewhere. Equation 10 remains valid even when tential encodes additional information about the location of r(x) is an arbitrary probability distribution density. the rat (Brown et al. 1996; Jensen and Lisman 1996;  The goal is to recover the position distribution r(x) by O'Keefe and Recce 1993; Samsonovich and McNaughton combining some fixed template function f i (x) associated 1996; Skaggs et al. 1996; Tsodyks et al. 1996) . Using phase with each cell i. For an ideal reconstruction, we should have information would be equivalent to splitting a single place field into several smaller regions while preserving the total
number of spikes. How this might affect reconstruction accuracy is described quantitatively by Eq. 53. However, infor-for an arbitrary position distribution r(x). In practice, we mation from field potential recordings was not used here seek an approximate reconstruction by minimizing the error. because with 20-30 simultaneously recorded cells, the optiTo find the optimal template functions g i (x), we use vecmal time window for reconstructing position was Ç1 s (Fig. tor-matrix notation to rewrite Eq. 10 as 6), which spanned around 8 theta cycles and averaged out the phase information from a single cycle.
FIG . 2. Snapshots of reconstructed distribution density for position of a rat ( animal 1) as compared with its true position. True position occupied a single pixel on 64 1 64 grid, corresponding to 111 1 111 cm in real space. Probabilistic method (Bayesian 1-step) often yielded a sharp distribution with a single peak, whereas direct basis method typically led to a broader distribution with multiple peaks. Total numbers of spikes collected from all 25 cells for three snapshots were 5, 22, and 31, respectively. Time window for each snapshot was 0.5 s.
where n Å (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n N )
T is a column vector,
The reciprocal nature of the pseudoinverse can be more clearly seen using singular value decomposition (Golub and f 2 , . . . , f N ] is a matrix with each column vector f i obtained by concatenating all the pixels in the firing rate map f i (x). Van Loan 1996) . Starting from the expansion F Å UDV T , where U and V are orthogonal matrices and D is a rectanguThe exact method of the concatenation does not affect the final result, as long as it is used consistently. I k is the kth lar diagonal matrix, we immediately obtain G Å UD † V T , where D † is the diagonal matrix obtained from D T by replaccolumn of the identity matrix I. The sole nonzero element of I k represents the pixel of the animal's position after the ing each nonzero element s i with its inverse 1/s i , hence the reciprocal property. The familiar method of computing concatenation. The requirement Eq. 11 for perfect reconstruction now becomes pseudoinverse from the normal equation
where, in the last step, Eq. 12 has been used, and matrix by inverting the correlation matrix F T F yields identical re-G Å [g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g N ] is constructed in the same way as F, sults, provided that the matrix is not singular or near singular. and each column vector g i corresponds to the basis function It follows from Eq. 17 that the firing rate maps themselves g i (x) to be determined. If Eq. 13 holds true for all k, that become identical to the optimal template functions if they is, for all positions of the animal, then we must have I Å do not overlap with each other. That is,
. Thus in general we should try to find G that mini-g i (x) if mizes
or equivalently, the tuning functions f 1 (x), . . . , f N (x) are where X 2 means the sum of the squares of all the elements uncorrelated of matrix X. The solution to this least-mean-square problem ∑
is well known 15) where C is a proportional constant and d ij is Kronecker delta that equals 1 when i Å j and 0 otherwise. The conditions where † denotes Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and T defor orthogonality Eq. 18 or Eq. 19 are approximately satisfied notes transpose. F and G are reciprocal in the sense that we for the recordings in Fig. 1 , which explains why the reciproalso have cal fields look similar to the place fields (direct basis) and 16) why the corresponding performances are also similar (Figs.
3 and 5). In other words, applying the pseudoinverse and transpose twice returns to the original basis. An example of reciprocal
In the above analysis, only the case where the animal is equally likely to visit any position x has been considered; basis functions for place fields is shown in Fig. 1 . that is, the probability distribution P(x) is assumed to be two motoneurons each of which, when activated alone, will drive movement in the direction f 1 or f 2 , respectively. We uniform. In this case, the direct basis is the firing rate map f i (x) Å f i (x), and the optimal template function that mini-call f i the driving direction of neuron i. Assume that the two neurons are activated randomly and independently and that mizes the mean square error is the reciprocal basis f i (x) Å g i (x) given by Eq. 15. For nonuniform P(x), instead of the actual movement is the vector sum using the raw firing rate maps f i (x) as the basis functions,
choose where n 1 and n 2 are the activity of the two neurons relative 20) to their resting levels. This weights the basis functions by the prior probability for the animal to visit each position. As expected, simulations confirm that this modification reduces reconstruction error. Similarly, we can use
as the reciprocal basis functions. Other modifications of the reciprocal basis are considered in APPENDIX A and compared in Table 1 . In our comparison of different methods in Figs. 3 and 5, the simpler Eqs. 20 and 21 were used. In summary, given the numbers of spikes (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n N ) fired by all the cells during a given time interval, combine the chosen basis functions f i (x) linearly as ͚ i n i f i (x), and then take the peak position x as the reconstructed position of the rat as described by Eq. 9. The whole trajectory is constructed by sliding the time window forward (Fig. 3) . The reciprocal basis method is illustrated by a hypothetical vectors g 1 and g 2 are taken as driving directions, then vectors f 1 and f 2 will become apparent preferred directions.
example of coding in the motor system (Fig. 4) . Imagine Suppose that both the activity of one neuron and the over-be described by a vector
A vector template is stored for each position x and is later all movement are being measured. How is the activity of this neuron correlated with the actual movement direction? used to match the actual number of spikes fired by these cells within a time window: n Å (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n N ). During Each neuron i will appear to have a cosine directional tuning with a fixed preferred direction g i , which, however, is differ-reconstruction, the matching method searches for the position in which the dot product nrf is maximized. This is ent from the true driving direction f i . To see why this is the case, write the driving directions f 1 and f 2 as column vectors equivalent to maximizing nrf Å ͚ i n i f i (x) using f i (x) as and define F Å [f 1 , f 2 ] as a 2 1 2 matrix. Equation 22 is basis functions. In other words, the reconstructed position equivalent to is
from which activities n 1 and n 2 can be determined by in-Uniform scaling by the numbers of spikes does not affect verting the matrix F. Thus the peak position or the reconstruction result. Position-dependent scaling such
dated by redefining each template function f i (x) as f i (x)s(x). where VECTOR METHODS. Vector reconstruction is widely applied 25) to data from neural populations. Vector methods such as the is the transposed inverse. This is a special case of the recipro-population vector and the optimal linear estimator compute cal basis in Eq. 15 because the pseudoinverse is identical to
the ordinary inverse for an invertible square matrix. Expressing G Å [g 1 , g 2 ] in terms of two column vectors g 1 and g 2 , where x i is a fixed vector for each neuron i, and n i is its the solution to Eq. 24 becomes activity level, such as the total number of spikes during a n 1 Å g 1 rf and n 2 Å g 2 rf (26) time interval or the firing rate. This method is different from the basis function method Therefore, the activity n i of each neuron is the inner product because at each time step, the basis function method yields a between the actual movement direction f and a fixed direcscalar distribution function of the animal's probable position tion g i , which is the preferred direction. The driving direcover the entire maze, as shown in Fig. 2 . By contrast, in the tions and the preferred directions are reciprocal in the same same situation, a vector method would yield a single vector sense as in the preceding section. They are identical only that specifies a single point on the maze. On the other hand, when the two driving directions are orthogonal. In general, after being discretized and concatenated, the relation beEq. 25 means F T G Å I (unit matrix), or equivalently, f 1 rg 1 tween the direct and reciprocal basis functions is similar to Å f 2 rg 2 Å 1 and f 1 rg 2 Å f 2 rg 1 Å 0. That is, in general, that between the population vector and the optimal linear the preferred direction g 1 of neuron 1 is always perpendicular estimator (Georgopoulos et al. 1986 ; Salinas and Abbott to the driving direction f 2 of neuron 2, and vice versa. Sanger 1994) . distinction between a pair of reciprocal vector bases is equivThe basis function framework includes the population alent to that between contravariant and covariant tensors vector method as a special case in the sense that the perfor- (Pellionisz 1984; Pellionisz and Llinas 1985) . mance of population vector decoding is identical to combinThe biological meaning of a reciprocal basis is not always ing cosine functions as the template functions. The direction as clear as in the simple example given above. The reciprocal of the population vector x vector in Eq. 28 is identical to the field for each place cell depends not just on the place field peak position of the following scalar function of that cell but also on all other cells in the population. If cells work together in groups or modules that are relatively
independent of each other, then the reciprocal pairs should only include those cells in the same group. A different group-where vector x is a free variable in the same space as x vector ing can affect the shapes of the reciprocal fields. The recipro-but has unit length, and the template function cal fields as shown in Fig. 1 are meaningful only with respect
to those 25 cells in question and are therefore only a theoretical construct. Nonetheless, the concept of reciprocity they is a cosine function of the angle between the two vectors. illustrate might have biological implications. In other words, the direction of the reconstructed vector defined by Eq. 28 also can be computed by Special cases of basis functions
TEMPLATE MATCHING. The template matching method for reconstruction has been used for modeling stereo hyperacu-where Éx vector É is the length of the vector x vector . To see this, take the dot product of the both sides of Eq. 28 with the ity (Lehky and Sejnowski 1990) and place cells (Fenton and Muller 1997; . This unit vector x and then use the definitions in Eqs. 29 and 30 to obtain c(x) Å xrx vector , which is maximized only when method is equivalent to the direct basis method. At each fixed position x, the average firing rates of all the cells can the unit vector x is aligned with x vector . Therefore basis func-tions with cosine tuning can precisely implement a vector tuning, and by Ginzburg (Gerrard et al. 1995) and Brown (Brown et al. 1996) to place cells. method (see also Salinas and Abbott 1994) .
Two optional supporting models can be used with Bayes-POPULATION VECTOR WITH SCALING. For place cells, the ian reconstruction. The first is the tuning model, which is population vector needs to be scaled by the total activity so especially useful when data sampling is sparse. Brown, that the reconstructed position Frank, and used Gaussian tuning model in their reconstruction, and we used a Gaussian tuning model
(32) for estimating the information-theoretical limit on reconstruction accuracy. In our reconstruction, the tuning functions were determined empirically without assuming an exwhere x i is the center of the place field of cell i. This method plicit analytical model. A second option for Bayesian reconhas been considered by several authors (Abbott and Blum struction is the spike generation model. Because of the low 1996; Blum and Abbott 1996; Burgess et al. 1994; firing rates of place cells, we used the Poisson firing model et al. 1987). It will be shown later that the scaling in Eq.
in our reconstruction. Bayesian reconstruction using Poisson 32 can be justified by the Bayesian method.
spike statistics was first used by Sanger (1996) . AlternaThe two forms of population vectors in Eqs. 28 and 32 tively, without using an explicit spike generation model, the have different physical meanings. A vector representing distimulus-response relation can be obtained empirically as a rection will be called a directional vector, and a vector reprelook-up table (Földiák 1993) . senting spatial position will be called a positional vector. If we scale a directional vector by an arbitrary scalar, the resultant vector still points in the same direction, but scaling a Basic method positional vector will lead to a different position. Vector
Assume that using the methods in the preceding section reconstruction methods are most suitable for reconstructing we have measured the firing rate maps f 1 (x), f 2 (x), . . . , a directional vector. When reconstructing position in 2-D f N (x) of a population of N place cells as well as the animal's space, a vector method can produce implausible results, even position distribution P(x) during a period of time. At an after scaling by total activity (Fig. 3) . We return to this arbitrary later time t, given the numbers of spikes fired by point later.
these place cells within the time interval from t 0 t/2 To further illustrate the difference between the basis functo t / t/2, where t is the length of time window, the goal tion method and a population vector, consider the special is to compute the probability distribution of the animal's case in which every place field has the same Gaussian tuning position at time t. Notice that what is to be computed here
, where x i is the center of the is a distribution of positions instead of a single position; we place field of cell i. To find the peak position of always can take the most probable position, which corre-͚ i n i f i (x), set its derivative with respect to x to zero. This sponds to the peak of the probability distribution, as the leads to most likely reconstructed position of the animal (Fig. 2) . Let the vector x Å (x, y) be the position of the animal, and the vector n Å (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n N ) be the numbers of
spikes fired by our recorded cells within the time window, where n i is the number of spikes of cell i. The reconstruction which can be compared with Eq. 32. Because each is based on the standard formula of conditional probability G(x basis 0 x i ) is small unless the estimated position x basis is
sufficiently close to the place field center x i , the overall effect may be interpreted as a population vector with an The goal is to compute P(xÉn), the probability for the aniadditional weighting scheme in favor of those place fields mal to be at position x given the numbers of spikes n. P(x) centered close to the estimated position. Consequently, an is the probability for the animal to be at position x, which occasionally active cell with a place field far away from the can be measured experimentally. The probability P(n) for estimated position does not affect the final result of the basis the numbers of spikes n to occur can be determined by function method as much as in the case of a population normalizing the conditional probability P(xÉn) over x and vector. therefore does not have to be estimated directly. The key step is to evaluate the conditional probability P(nÉx), which is the probability for the numbers of spikes
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n to occur given that we know the animal is at location x.
Background
It is intuitively clear that this probability is determined by the firing rate maps of the place cells. More precisely, if we The Bayesian approach is a natural one for reconstruction.
assume that the spikes have Poisson distributions and that It is optimal within a probabilistic framework and, as shown different place cells are statistically independent of one anhere, yields the best reconstruction results for our dataset.
other, then we can obtain the explicit expression Once the position dependence of the firing rates of a group of place cells is known, the Bayes formula directly addresses
the inverse problem: given the firing rates of these cells, how can we infer the most probable position? Bayesian reconstruction has been applied by Földiák (1993) to visual where f i (x) is the average firing rate of cell i at position x, and t is the length of the time window. orientation tuning, by Sanger (1996) to motor directional The final formula obtained from Eq. 34 reads from the septal pacemakers (Stewart and Fox 1990) . Third, the Poisson spiking model does not have a refractory period 36) to rule out extremely short intervals. A related finding by Fenton and Muller (1997) is that place cell firing for similar movement trajectories in an open environment was more where C(t, n) is a normalization factor, which can be detervariable that expected from a Poisson distribution. Despite mined by the normalization condition ͚ x P(xÉn) Å 1 these limitations, the inhomogeneous Poisson model proved (Sanger 1996) . Optimality of Bayesian reconstruction is to be adequate for the purpose of reconstruction. considered in APPENDIX C .
INDEPENDENCE OF DIFFERENT CELLS. The activities of two The Bayesian reconstruction method uses Eq. 36 to comcells are statistically independent only if the joint probability pute the probability P(xÉn) for the animal to be at each of firing is a product of the individual probabilities. For two position x, given the numbers of spikes n of all the cells place cells, 1 and 2, their independence means that at each within the time window. In this probability distribution, the position x peak position or the most probable position is taken as the reconstructed position of the animal. In other words
( 37) where n 1 and n 2 are the number of spikes collected from the two cells within an arbitrary time window. For the data in By sliding the time window forward, the entire trajectory of Fig. 1 , the majority of the pairs of place cells were approxithe animal's movement can be reconstructed from the time mately independent simply because most place fields did not varying activity in the neural population.
overlap. In other words, most cell pairs seldom fired together. Thus Eq. 39 may hold for the trivial reason that both sides are zero. A related consequence is that multiplying place Testing the assumptions fields in Bayesian reconstruction typically leads an exThe Bayesian reconstruction as applied in Eq. 36 relies tremely sharp distribution, with zero value for most pixels on two assumptions, namely, Poisson spike distribution and ( Fig. 2 and 13 ). The independence is no longer exactly true independent firing of different cells. These assumptions are for cells with highly overlapping place fields (cf. Eichenreasonable and convenient approximations, although neither baum et al. 1989). In fact, the correlations in the firing of is precisely true. these cells could be strengthened rapidly by Hebbian-type learning process ( (Tuckwell 1988) .
McNaughton 1994). In such a situation, the independence It is equivalent to assuming that the firing is as random as assumption is only a simplifying approximation for theoretipossible. If points are distributed randomly over a long time cal convenience. There is additional information in correinterval, with equal chance for each point to fall at any lated firing that could be exploited to improve the accuracy location independently of each other, then the number of of reconstruction. points contained in a small time window has a Poisson distribution. A direct test for a Poisson distribution is not easy for place cells because their mean firing rates are low and Continuity constraint: using two time steps depend on the location, which an animal may visit only
The trajectories reconstructed by all methods suffer from transiently. Nonetheless, the interspike intervals can be comoccasional erratic jumps, which often are caused by low pared directly with the exponential distribution expected for instantaneous firing rates of the recorded place cells, espea Poisson process. Consider cell i with firing rate map f i (x).
cially when the animal stops running (Fig. 3) . Clearly, if According to the inhomogeneous Poisson model with mean all recorded cells stop firing, there is not enough information firing rate depending on the position x, the overall probabilfor accurate reconstruction. ity density for interspike interval s should be Introducing a continuity constraint can improve recon-
(38) struction accuracy by reducing erratic jumps in the reconstructed trajectory. The possibility that some of the jumps may reflect real biological processes will be discussed later. where P(x) is the probability for the animal to visit position x. The above formula implies that dp i (s)/ds õ 0 always To implement the continuity constraint, the reconstructed position from the preceding time step is used as a guide for holds true; that is, the interspike interval histogram must be monotonically decreasing.
estimating the current position. Speed information can be used to limit the change in position allowed within a single Applying Eq. 38 to real place cell data, we found that it can approximately account for the distribution of intervals time step.
The continuity constraint can be incorporated easily into ú10 ms. But there are several problems. First, the actual occurrence of briefer intervals was much more frequent than both the Bayesian and the basis function frameworks. Here we demonstrate the constraint only for the Bayesian method. expected. This means that the Poisson model fails to capture the tendency for hippocampal pyramidal cells to fire in The one-step Bayesian method presented previously computes the conditional probability P(x t Én t ) for the animal's bursts, called complex spikes (Ranck 1973) . Second, instead of decreasing monotonically, the actual interspike interval position x t at time step t, given the numbers of spikes n t within a time window centered also at time t. Here subscripts histograms tended to have a small bump within the theta frequency range (4-12 Hz), reflecting the periodic drive denote the time step. When the reconstructed position x t01 at the preceding time step is used as an additional piece of information, we can compute the conditional probability P(x t Én t , x t01 ) from the general Bayes formula P(x t01 Éx t , n t )P(x t , n t ) Å P(x t Én t , x t01 )P(n t , x t01 ) and the assumption that
In the sense of probability, this assumption means that the activity n t at the current time step cannot directly affect the position x t01 at the preceding time step. With the help of simple equalities like P(x t , n t ) Å P(x t Én t ) P(n t ) and P(n t , x t01 ) Å P(x t01 Én t )P(n t ), we immediately obtain the final equation
where k Å 1/P(x t01 Én t ) is a scaling factor that does not depend on x t and can be determined by normalizing P(x t Én t , x t01 ) over x t . Now the reconstructed position at time t is
Compared with the single step Eq. 36, the only new factor in Eq. 41 is the conditional probability P(x t01 Éx t ). Intuitively, the continuity constraint should require that given the current location x t , the preceding location x t01 cannot be too far away. For a precise formulation, we assume a 2-D Gaussian distribution
where the standard deviation s t is related to the speed £ t at time t by the formula FIG . 5. Mean errors of different reconstruction methods applied to data from two different rats. Errors all decreased as more cells were used, and
lowest errors were comparable with intrinsic error of tracking system, which was about 5 cm (horizontal lines). Shaded region: reconstruction errors where both K and V are constant, and V is a speed so that prohibited by lower bound derived by Fisher information and Cramér-Rao the ratio in the parentheses is dimensionless. We expect the inequality (Eq. 53). Each data point and error bar represent average and standard deviation of mean errors in 40 repetitive trials in which a subset exponent d Å 1 / 2 for random walks, and d Å 1 for linear of cells were drawn randomly from whole sample. Animal 1 ran on figuremovements. The speed £ t can be estimated by using the 8 maze; 7 min of data were used for sampling and subsequent 7 min of approximate linear relationship between the instantaneous data were used for reconstruction. Animal 2 ran on rectangular maze (upper mean firing rate and running speed (Fig. 8) or by reading loop of figure-8 maze) and both sampling and reconstructing time intervals the stored average speed at each position as computed from were 10 min. Time window was 1 s. previous data. We used the latter method and set £ t Å U(x t ), where function U(x) stores the average speed at each posi-Incorporating firing rate modulation tion x. Under the assumption of multiplicative modulation of firIn general, if the standard deviation s t of the Gaussian ing rate such as in Eq. 6, the Bayesian Eq. 36 should be prior is too large, the continuity constraint has little effect.
modified by replacing the fixed tuning function f i (x) of each On the other hand, if s t is too small, the constraint may cell i by become too restrictive and the reconstructed position might get stuck in the same position if the real position has moved
away by a distance much larger than s t . In our analysis, we where, for simplicity, the modulation factor m(t) is supposed simply used d Å 1 for linear movements and confined s t to to be the same for all cells. Here m(t) is written as a function between 20 and 60 cm (good empirical values). The scaling of the time step. This general formulation includes more in Eq. 44 was chosen so that s t would just reach the allowed specific variables such as modulation by speed as a special maximum of 60 cm at top running speed. For generality, we case. Note that the modulation factor can be estimated didid not include any bias for the direction of movement. As rectly from spike data using the approximation. shown in Figs. 3 and 5, the continuity constraint is effective in reducing reconstruction errors caused by erratic jumps. (42), and (47) choose the tuning function
Actual values of theoretical minimal errors for animals 1 and 2 were and the prior probability for spatial occupancy 2.94 cm and 2.09 cm, respectively. Movement trajectory from 2nd half session was reconstructed by using data from 1st half session (7 min for where t is time window. Then the Bayesian Eq. 36 becomes
(50) tatively in Table 1 and Fig. 5 . The effects of various parameters are discussed later. The reconstruction error of the direct basis method for a Its peak position is identical to that of ͚ i n i f(x) because the given number of cells is similar to that reported by Wilson exponential function is monotonic.
and . This result makes sense because Conversely, the Bayesian method also can be imple-of the essential equivalence between the matching method mented in a basis function framework, provided that a con-and the direct basis method as discussed before. stant bias is allowed. This relationship will be considered in
The linear method with a reciprocal basis only improved detail in our later discussion on network implementations.
slightly the performance of the direct basis because the place RELATIONSHIP WITH POPULATION VECTOR WITH SCALING. Un-cells were mostly orthogonal and the two sets of basis funcder special assumptions, the Bayesian method can lead to tions were quite similar to each other (Fig. 1) . Further modithe population vector method with scaling by total activity. fications of the reciprocal basis sometimes brought addiThis scaling is needed for reconstruction of a positional vec-tional improvement (Table 1) . tor. Suppose the tuning function for each cell i is a Gaussian Probabilistic methods based on the Bayesian approach
, where x i is the center of were more accurate. The best method overall was the Bayesthe place field of cell i and s i characterizes its width. Sup-ian method using two time steps to enforce a continuity pose the centers x i and the peak firing rates A i are uniformly constraint on the reconstructed position. Its errors were in distributed in space, then the sum ͚ i f i (x) is approximately the range of the intrinsic error of the system for tracking the animal's position, which was estimated to be Ç5 cm (Skaggs constant in space. In this case, the optimal position x in et al. 1996; . Bayesian reconstruction is given by Because reconstruction errors tend to be much larger during immobility (see further text), excluding slow running
(51) periods from the analysis can improve reconstruction accuracy (Gerrard et al. 1995) . However, data exclusion requires where the second equality can be obtained by setting the additional criteria. For all methods in this paper, we reconderivative of the product with respect to x to zero. This is structed the whole trajectory without introducing additional a generalized population vector, which reduces to the form parameters. in Eq. 32 when all place fields have identical width; that is, PROBLEM WITH VECTOR METHODS. The population vector when all s i Å s. This justifies scaling the positional popula-method was the least accurate in reconstructing position in tion vector by the total activity ͚ i n i in Eq. 32.
space for our dataset. The major problem is that it sometimes yielded implausible results. To see why, imagine that only two cells were active within the time window; then the estimated position may be in the center of the maze, which was never visited by the rat. This is a general problem for RECONSTRUCTION ACCURACY. The performance of different methods can be compared qualitatively in Fig. 3 and quanti-all vector methods including the reciprocal vector or optimal linear estimator. As long as the shape of the environment is not convex, a vector method may suffer from this problem. The existence of systematic bias in vector methods has been pointed out by Muller, Kubie, and Ranck (1987) . In contrast, both the basis function method and the probabilistic method take into account the entire 2-D distribution functions, and the final peak always occurs in a plausible position. See also the discussion after Eq. 33.
REMARK ON SILENT TIME STEPS. For a fair comparison of different methods, in all of our simulations we have used the heuristic that if all the recorded cells were silent within a time window, the current reconstructed position was set to be the reconstructed position at the preceding time step. We needed this rule because when all recorded cells are silent within the time window, all basis function methods fail, whereas the Bayesian methods are robust. With a time window of 0.5 s, Ç15% of the time steps contained no spike in animal 1, and the percentage was only Ç0.2% in animal 2. For a time window of 1 s, the percentages dropped to 4.3 and 0% for animals 1 and 2, respectively. There were fewer silent time steps in animal 2 because its maze was smaller, but there were more cells so that the overall average firing rates were higher than that of animal 1.
Effects of parameters
NUMBER OF CELLS. When more cells were used in reconstruction, the errors tended to decrease (Fig. 5) . Different methods maintained their relative accuracy for different numbers of cells. In theory, the error of various reconstruction methods should be inversely proportional to the square root of the number of cells (Eq. 56). However, the inverse square root law is valid only when a sufficiently large number of cells is used, as shown by simulation (Fig. 12) . Here the number of cells was too small to apply the law. A time window with a duration of Ç1 s was altered systematically, whereas all other parameters were identical to those a good choice for the Bayesian two-step method for these in Fig. 5 with all cells. B: center of time window (length fixed at 1 s) was data (Fig. 6A) . The results of other methods were similar shifted relative to current instant of time. Only data from first half session were used for sampling. Reconstruction was performed on data from both (not shown), although the errors for large time windows first half session (light gray curves and symbols) and second half session sometimes leveled off or only increased slightly. In theory, (black curves and symbols, with two outlier data points removed). For the error is expected to be inversely proportional to the animal 1, each half session lasted 7 min and for animal 2 each lasted 10 square root of the time window (Eq. 56). This can account min. For both animals, reconstruction for second half session was most accurate when center of time window was slightly shifted towards past.
for the general tendency for the reconstruction to improve with a longer time window. However, this theoretical consideration no longer holds when the time window exceeds the session to that from the second half. As expected, the errors optimal size.
for reconstructing the second half were larger than that of TIME SHIFT. In the Bayesian two-step method, the center of self-reconstruction because all parameters for the reconstructhe time window was shifted relative to the current time to tion algorithm were determined using data from only the see what shift produced the best accuracy (cf. Blair and first half session. Sharp 1995; Blair et al. 1997; Muller and Kubie 1989; Upon closer examination of Fig. 6B , it would appear that and Muller 1995). Alignment of the time window to within the minimum of the curve for reconstructing the second half 100 ms of the current time gave the best results. Figure 6 B session (dark symbols) drifted toward the past with respect compares the reconstruction errors from the first half of the to the minimum of the self-reconstruction curve (light symbols). To quantify the drift, each curve was fitted with a fifthorder polynomial, and the minimum of the smooth curve was 1 For comparison, we tested square root law on data taken from Fig. 3 in paper by Georgopoulos, Kettner and Schwartz (1988) , where error of found. The drift was computed as the difference between population vector was computed by using up to 475 motor cortical cells. the two minima. For the data shown in Fig. 6B , the value Errors were given in terms of 95% confidence cone, which was expected of the drift was 066 ms (034 0 32 ms) for animal 1 and to be proportional to mean angular error. Square root law held quite well:
068 ms [093 0 (025) ms] for animal 2. Conversely, when on log-log scale, a linear fit yielded a slope of 00.519 with a correlation coefficient of 0.9984, as compared with theoretical slope of 01/2. the second half of data was used to reconstruct the trajectory shift of the error direction in correlation with the running direction. TIME BLOCKS: SLOW TRENDS. As shown in Fig. 7 , when a single 3-min time block of data was used to reconstruct the movement trajectory of other time blocks, the average reconstruction error tended to drift systematically. That is, reconstruction tended to get worse when going further into either the past or the future. Because there was no overlap between the time blocks, the tendency for gradual drift of error must be caused by gradual changes of either behavioral or neural origin.
During repetitive running, the mean running speed of both animals slowly decreased. For animal 2 (on the rectangular maze), the mean speed dropped from 9.0 cm/s in the first FIG . 7. Mean reconstruction errors of Bayesian 2-step method in consecutive and nonoverlapping time blocks, each lasting 3 min. Only a single block (shaded) was used as data block for sampling and reconstruction was performed on all blocks. Graphs for two animals are aligned along data blocks. Average reconstruction errors tended to change gradually even though there was no overlap between contiguous time blocks.
of the first half, the minimum appeared to drift towards the future with respect to the minimum of self-reconstruction (not shown). Using the same smoothing method, the value of the drift was 118 ms [107 0 (011) ms] for animal 1 and 93 ms [17 0 (076) ms] for animal 2.
The accuracy for the estimation of the drift was limited by noise and the flatness of the curves. Nevertheless, the 1-step method for animal 1) often occurred when instantaneous firing rate averaged over all cells was low, which in turn was correlated with low running speed. In firing rate diagram, dotted curve shows inverses of average firing rates; this serves only as a visual guide to emphasize moments of low firing rates. Running speed and reconstruction error also had correlates with hippocampal local field potentials, because sharp waves and theta rhythm are known to be more prominent during immobility and motion, respectively. Amplitude diagram shows absolute value of local field potential signal of channel 1, which was slightly blurred and shown in arbitrary units. Continuous Fourier power spectra were obtained by sliding a Hanning window with a length 10 times the period of each frequency. Channel 1 was sampled at 1 kHz to capture sharp waves, which can be seen in Fourier power spectra as thin vertical strips Ç150-200 Hz. Channel 2 was sampled at 200 Hz to capture theta rhythm, which can be seen in Fourier power spectra as horizontal dark bands Ç8 Hz with 2nd harmonics around 16 Hz.
3-min time block to 5.9 cm/s in the last time block, with an OTHER PARAMETERS. The reconstruction results were not sensitive to parameters like the exact width of the spatial overall average of 8.2 cm/s across all seven time blocks. Similarly, the speed for animal 1 (on the figure-8 maze) grid and the exact radius of the blurring kernel as long as they were kept below the intrinsic error of the tracking system. In dropped from 21.8 to 16.6 cm/s, for an average of 18.9 cm/s. On the other hand, the mean firing rate increased almost all reconstruction data presented in this paper, we used 64 1 64 grid, corresponding to 111 1 111 cm in real space. monotonically for animal 2 (from 0.86 to 1.34 Hz, for an average of 1.23 Hz) but showed less clear trend for animal Adding a small constant background value to the firing rate maps sometimes slightly improved the Bayesian reconstruc-1 (from 0.94 to 0.87 Hz, for an average of 0.92 Hz). Therefore, slow changes both in behaviors and in neural properties tion.
Finally, in the Bayesian two-step method, the standard could contribute to the gradual error drift in Fig. 7 . deviation s t of allowable jumps in Eq. 44 varied between FIRING RATE MODULATION. Including firing rate modulation 20 and 60 cm, which gave good performance for the data in reconstruction had only a small effect on the accuracy, of animal 1. Smaller values slightly improved the reconstruceven though the average firing rate was modulated clearly tion for animal 2, which did not have many erratic jumps by running speed (Fig. 8) , as reported by McNaughton, in the first place. Changing these values affects the reconBarnes, and O' Keefe (1983) . struction error only slightly, as long as they are not too small Including firing rate modulation has no effect on the per-or too large. formance of basis function methods and the population vector, provided that an identical modulation factor is used for Discontinuity in reconstructed trajectory all cells as in Eq. 45. But under the same conditions, the performance of the modulated Bayesian method (Eqs. 46
As shown in Figs. 3 and 9 , reconstruction errors were relatively small most of the time but were punctuated by large and 47) may slightly improve (Table 1) .
jumps. Most of these jumps occurred when the animal stopped be achieved? The problem is to estimate the maximum amount of information inherent in the neuronal spikes that running (Fig. 9) . This also can be seen in Fig. 3 , where the jumps tend to occur between the corners, the places where the can be extracted for reconstruction.
Fisher information is particularly suitable for addressing animal stopped for food reward. The results from animal 2 were qualitatively similar, but the jumps in reconstruction er-this question (Paradiso 1988; Seung and Sompolinsky 1993; Snippe 1996) . It differs from Shannon information, which rors were less frequent because more cells were used in reconstruction and their average firing rates were higher.
has been used more commonly in estimating information contained in spikes (for a recent review, see Rieke et al. The occurrence of these jumps is correlated with the several confounding factors, all of which are apparent in Fig. 1997 ). Although these two information measures are related, their relationship is not straightforward (Cover and Thomas 9: 1) lower running speed or immobility, which itself is known to be correlated with; 2) lower firing rates of place 1991). Fisher information depends on the shape and the slope of the tuning function (see APPENDIX B ). In the place cells (McNaughton et al. 1983 ) (see also Figure 8) ; 3) occurrence of large amplitude irregular activity and more cell example, if the spatial bins are scrambled, the amount of Fisher information would be different. By contrast, Shannon frequent sharp waves in local field potentials (Buzsáki 1986; Vanderwolf et al. 1975 ) (in Fig. 9 , the sharp waves can be information would be the same regardless of the ordering because it is not directly related to the slope of a distribution seen as the thin vertical dark bands Ç150-200 Hz in the Fourier power spectra of channel 1 of the local field poten-function. Shannon information offers a useful measure on the distribution of place fields ) but no tials); and 4) the disappearance of the theta rhythm (Vanderwolf et al. 1975 ) (in Fig. 9 , theta modulation can be seen existing theory has linked it to reconstruction accuracy. See also Treves, Barnes, and Rolls (1996) for related discussion. as the fuzzy horizontal dark bands Ç8 Hz in the Fourier power spectra of channel 2 of the local field potentials).
A key property of Fisher information is that its inverse is a lower bound, called the Cramér-Rao bound, on the variance Because of the correlated factors listed above, reconstruction tended to be more accurate during the theta rhythm of all unbiased estimators (Cramér 1946; Kay 1993; Rao 1965; Scharf 1991; Zacks 1971 ). This directly yields an when the animal was running (Gerrard et al. 1995) . This is consistent with the report that place cell firing represented estimate of the minimal reconstruction error that can possibly be achieved. an animal's position somewhat more faithfully during the theta rhythm (Kubie et al. 1984) .
Another related factor is the sharp waves, which are be-Minimal error under Gaussian tuning in 2-D space lieved to originate in the CA3 region perhaps because of the To estimate Fisher information in place cell data, several lateral connectivity in this region (Buzsáki 1986 (Buzsáki , 1989 .
properties of the place fields must be provided: the average Sharp waves are more frequent during immobility. It is possishapes of place fields, the spiking statistics of the cells, the ble that the activity during sharp waves might be involved density of the place fields per unit area, and the statistics of with other functions such as memory consolidation and reacthe tuning parameters. Instead of using noisy real data for tivation of learned correlations rather than merely reflect the direct numerical evaluation, we use analytical models based current spatial position of the animal. Reconstruction based on simplifying assumptions. Although these assumptions are on sharp wave activity may yield an incorrect position. Hownot rigorously true, they are reasonably good approximations ever, because the jumps did not always coincide with the that allow useful analytical estimates to be derived. First, occurrence of sharp waves, we can only conclude that sharp assume that the spatial tuning function is a 2-D Gaussian waves are one possible contributing factor for discontinuity in reconstructed path.
A further consideration concerns the hippocampal view cells found in monkey (Ono et al. 1993; Rolls et al. 1995) .
where f max is the maximal firing rate of a cell and s is the One cannot completely rule out the possibility that the activtuning width. The second assumption is that spiking statistics ity of some cells in rat hippocampus might be similarly are Poisson and different cells fire spike trains that are statismodulated by the animal's view rather than by the current tically independent. The third assumption is that in the spaposition alone. If this is true, the reconstructed position may tial region of interest there are an adequate number of place jump when a rat looks around or shifts attention. cells, and their centers are distributed uniformly (Muller et In summary, most erratic error jumps occurred while the al. 1987; . Because the tunanimal was not running. Many of these jumps can be acing width s and the peak firing rate f max vary from cell to counted for by a momentary drop of instantaneous firing cell, our final assumption is that the distributions of the rates of recorded cells because fewer spikes imply less infortwo parameters are statistically independent of each other mation for reconstruction. Some other jumps might reflect (Muller et al. 1987 ). real biological activity in the hippocampus when the animal Here we only state the final results of the detailed derivastopped running to eat, look around, and plan the next move. tion provided in APPENDIX B . The simplest result is that reconstruction error cannot be smaller than
R E C O N S T R U C T I O N A C C U R A C Y : T H E O R E T I C A L L I M I T S A N D B I O L O G I C A L I M P L I C A T I O N S Minimal Error
É F 2 2»s 2 … N spikes(53)
Fisher information
The accuracy of different reconstruction methods varied where F 2 Å p/2 is a constant correction factor, »s 2 … is the average of the square of the tuning width for different place greatly. What is the maximum accuracy that can possibly fields, and N spikes is total number of spikes collected from all the cells within the time window, namely, N spikes Å tN f mean (54) Here N is the total number of cells recorded, f mean is their mean firing rate, and t is the length of the time window. The mean firing rate is related to the parameters of the Gaussian place fields by the formula
where A is the area of interest, in which the N place fields are uniformly distributed, and » f max … is the average peak firing rate of all place cells. Here the assumption of the independence of peak firing rate and the tuning width has been used. Another equivalent error formula is
The equivalence of the two Eqs. 56 and 53 follows immediately from Eqs. 54 and 55. Equations 53 and 56 are expected to be more reliable when a larger number of cells is used. This is because when the sample size is too small, a reconstruction method may suffer from systematic bias; that is, for a given true position, the average reconstructed position in repetitive trials does Cramér-Rao bound for variance is used to estimate the mini-compared with numerical simulation (symbols) of Bayesian reconstruction mal reconstruction error. Otherwise, it would be trivial for assuming model cells with Poisson spike statistics and identical Gaussian a reconstruction method to achieve zero variance simply by tuning function. Each data point is average of 10 4 , 10 3 , and 10 2 repetitive trials for 1-, 2-and 3-D cases, respectively. Without loss of generality, we giving a constant output regardless of the input. Because set l Å 1 in all simulation. Time window t Å 1 s and peak firing rate we used no more than 30 place cells in the reconstruction, f max Å 10 Hz. systematic bias did exist for all reconstruction methods. This factor may reduce the accuracy of the error formulas (cf.
where » … means average over all the cells. The counterpart Fig. 12) .
of Eq. 56 is In deriving these formulas, we have assumed implicitly that the duration of the time window is small compared with
the running speed so that the rat does not move too far during that period of time. So if the time window is too large compared the running speed, the formulas are no longer where constant coefficient reliable.
Minimal error under Gaussian tuning in arbitrary
depends only on the dimension D. Here, as before, F D is the dimensional space correction factor for dimension D (see Table B1 and Eq. B26); s is the width and f max is the peak firing rate for the To generalize the results in the preceding section, we can Gaussian tuning function (52) in D-dimensional space; and derive error formulas for an arbitrary spatial dimension D by N spikes is the total number of spikes collected from N cells assuming Gaussian tuning function, Poisson spike statistics, within the time window t uniform distribution of the center of the Gaussians in space, and statistical independence of the firing of different cells
as well as their peak rate f max and tuning width s. As the counterpart of Eq. 53, the minimal reconstruction error based The mean firing rate f mean averaged over all cells is related on Fisher information is to the tuning parameters by
Minimal error under cosine tuning and comparison with population vector
Cosine tuning is widely used to model motor cortical cells (Georgopoulos et al. 1988 ). We will show that under cosine tuning, the Bayesian method can achieve the best possible accuracy by reaching the theoretical lower bound, whereas the performance of the population vector is well above the bound.
However, the population vector can be more accurate than the Bayesian method in special situations. An example is given in Fig. 11 , where two cells had orthogonal preferred directions, perfect cosine tuning, and Poisson spike statistics. The population vector outperformed the Bayesian method in a small region where the test direction was the furthest away from the two preferred directions.
Consider the 1-D situation that corresponds to a 2-D work space for reaching. We have N idealized cells with identical cosine tuning curves so that the mean firing rate of cell i is two-step method using all the cells was larger than the theoretical limit in Eq. 53 by a factor of about 2. To compute described by the theoretical lower bound, the width of the place fields (64) was estimated using the first half of data by the method where u is the angle for the test direction and f i is the described in APPENDIX B . For animal 1, the average width preferred direction, which is drawn randomly from a uniform of place fields was »s… Å 10.1 cm and »s 2 … Å 11.2 cm. distribution around the circle, and
For animal 2, »s… Å 8.6 cm and »s 2 … Å 9.6 cm. The mean firing rates of the 25 cells from animal 1 was f mean Å 0.92
Hz; and the average of the 30 cells from animal 2 was f mean Å 1.09 Hz. are constants. Suppose the spikes have Poisson statistics and Because the Bayesian two-step method uses information different cells are independent. The average reconstruction from two time steps, is it fair to compare its performance error e Bayes for the Bayesian method Eq. 36 is expected to with the Fisher information limit evaluated with the time approach the minimal achievable error defined by Fisher window of a single time step? This still may be a reasonable information and Cramér-Rao bound, provided that a large comparison because the information from the previous time number of cells is used ( APPENDIX C ). The minimal angular step is very crude: in actual reconstruction the width of error (arc) derived by Fisher information is the Gaussian prior distribution varied from 20 to 60 cm. It improved reconstruction accuracy mainly by prohibiting
erratic jumps caused by low firing rates rather than by providing precise location information. For example, it can be where F 1 is the 1-D correction factor (Table B1) , N is the seen in Fig. 3 that the Bayesian one-step method, while total number of cells, and suffering from the erratic jumps, already provides accurate information about the fine details of the movement trajec-
tory. In animal 2, the average firing rate for which was higher, the continuity constraint from the preceding time is the average Fisher information for a single cell over a step actually did not contribute much to the accuracy time window t. Simulation confirmed that this lower bound (Fig. 5 ). was indeed reached by the Bayesian method when the total In idealized situations, the performance of the Bayesian number of cells was large enough (Fig. 12) .
method should reach the Cramér-Rao lower bound (Figs. 10 In the same situation, the average angular error of the and 12 and APPENDIX C ). For real place cell data, the basic population vector method also can be estimated directly (APassumptions of Poisson spike statistics and independence for PENDIX D ). The result is the Bayesian formulas are not exactly true, which implies
68) suboptimal performance. Reconstruction bias caused by the relatively small number of cells is another source of error where (cf. Fig. 12 ). Finally, the estimate of Cramér-Rao bound itself relies on some simplifying assumptions such as
(69) Gaussian tuning, which may lead to additional error.
CORRECTION FACTOR AND SPATIAL DIMENSION. The correcwith A and B given by Eq. 65. In the 2-D case, corresponding tion factor F D is the ratio of the mean error over the square to 3-D work space for reaching, Eq. 68 needs to be modified root of the mean square error. Its theoretical value depends by replacing F 1 by F 2 and Q 1 by only on the dimension D of the work space, assuming Gaussian error distribution (APPENDIX B ). As a consequence,
its empirical value could be used to estimate the dimension D. For reconstruction errors obtained for all time steps by Because the error for the population vector in Eq. 68 and the the Bayesian two-step method, the empirical value was error for the Bayesian method in Eq. 66 are both inversely 0.8705 for animal 1 and 0.8855 for animal 2, surprisingly proportional to the square root of the number of cells (see close to the value of the 2-D correction factor F 2 Å 0.8862 also footnote 1), the ratio but quite different from F 1 and F 3 (Table B1 ). However, the e vector e Bayes É J 1 Q 1 (71) actual error distribution differed from the theoretical probability density r 2 (r) ( Table B1 and Fig. 16 ) because it peaked is independent of the number of cells. It can be verified at a smaller value than the standard deviation (r Å s) and analytically that J 1 Q 1 õ 1 regardless of the values of f min , had a longer tail for large errors. This might be related to f max , and the time window t. This means that here the Bayes-the fact that the rats run in 2-D space but within the conian method is always more accurate than the population finement of a track so that the work space was neither purely vector regardless of the choice of parameters.
two dimensional nor purely one dimensional.
COUNTERINTUITIVE EFFECT OF PLACE FIELD SIZE. Imagine Place cell reconstruction error compared with theoretical
we have a fixed number of place cells all having place fields limits within a given region. Suppose we can change the size of the place fields without altering the positions of the place COMPARISON WITH LOWER BOUND. As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5 , our best reconstruction error by the Bayesian field centers and the peak firing rates. How would this change affect the accuracy of spatial information encoded in the of neurons, regardless of the decoding method used. As a consequence, the theoretical limit is valid not only for the population? The same question in a different form is how the minimal achievable reconstruction error depends on the computational problem of reconstruction but also for all neurophysiological and behavioral measures of acuity or accuplace field size. This question is related to how the accuracy of spatial representation is affected by the broader place racy in the sense of mean square error, as long as the information is derived solely from the same neuronal population. fields found in ventral hippocampus of rats (Jung et al. 1994) and in the hippocampus of the genetically engineered mouse
We have derived explicit formulas for cells with Gaussian and cosine tuning functions because of their common usage, (see further). The size of place fields also tends to increase during repetitive running on a track (Mehta and McNaugh-although the methods can be adapted readily for more general situations. From these formulas, we know precisely how ton 1997).
When the peak firing rate is fixed, changing the size of the reconstruction accuracy depends on the parameters of individual cells and the cell number density. For example, place fields should have no effect on the minimal reconstruction error or the accuracy of spatial representation. This is suppose we have spatial region of 1 1 1 m. How many place cells must be used to achieve a spatial acuity of d Å 1 cm because Eq. 56 does not contain the width s of the place fields. Here we have assumed that the place fields are of everywhere in this region? Using Eq. 56, we have Gaussian shape, the spikes are Poisson, and different cells are independent.
The explanation is that larger place fields imply more overlaps and therefore higher overall average firing rate of Assuming a mean peak firing rate f max Ç 15 Hz and a biologithe whole population; this will reduce reconstruction error. cally plausible time window t Ç 200 ms, we get N Ç 10 3 . This effect turns out to precisely compensate for the less That is, a minimum of Ç1,000 cells would be required. As accurate spatial information provided by a single enlarged another example, using up all the place cells in a rat, say, place field. A confirmation by simulation is shown in Fig. N Ç 10 5 (Amaral and Witter 1995) , what is the maximum 10. The fact that larger place field sizes imply higher mean area that can be covered under the acuity of 1 cm? Using firing rates is clearly seen in Eq. 55. This effect precisely the same parameters considered earlier, we find the total cancels out the effect of the tuning width s in Eq. 53 so area is A Ç 10 6 cm 2 , the same as a 10 1 10 m square. that the width s is absent in the equivalent Eq. 56.
The insensitivity of place field size on reconstruction accu-A related issue is the recent reports of increased place racy is a peculiarity of two dimensions. As shown in . 1996) . A decease of the peak firing rate of place cells head-direction cells (Taube et al. 1990 ). In contrast, in was reported explicitly by Rotenberg, Mayford, Hawkins, 3-D space or space of higher dimensions, a sharper tuning Kandel, and . According to Eq. 55 such a width implies worse information encoding. So the 2-D examdecrease also was implied in the observation that the mean ple of place cell is a critical case where the tuning width firing rate of the genetically altered mice were the same as does not matter. To increase representation accuracy, one the normal (McHugh et al. 1996) . The increase of recon-should use neurons with broader tuning functions to represtruction error for these mice (McHugh et al. 1996 ) may be sent a variable higher than two dimensions, assuming that attributed to a decrease in peak firing rate rather than to an the peak firing rate is fixed. However, broader tuning width increase in place field size per se because Eq. 56 suggests implies higher energy consumption because more neurons that reconstruction error should be independent of place field are activated at any given time. See Hinton, McClelland, and size. Equivalently, if the mean firing rate is fixed, it is equally Rumelhart (1986), Baldi and Heiligenberg (1988) , Zohary valid to apply Eq. 53, which suggests that in this case the (1992), Gerstner, Kempter, van Hemmen, and Wagner error should be larger for larger place fields. Instability of (1996) for related discussions on the consequences of broad place fields is another possible source of reconstruction error tuning. (cf. Rotenberg et al. 1996) . A more detailed analysis of the data would be required for quantitative comparison.
The accuracy of spatial representation can be improved B I O L O G I C A L P L A U S I B I L I T Y O F R E C O N S T R U C T I O N by increasing the number of cells or their firing rates but not M E T H O D S
by sharpening the place fields. For example, after repetitive running on a track, both the size of the place fields and the Unified formulation average firing rate tended to increase (Mehta and McNaughton 1997) . The increased firing rate would imply better accu-
The main result in this section is that all the reconstruction methods discussed in this paper can be implemented as linear racy of spatial representation, regardless of the place field size.
feedforward neural networks. This result is in sharp contrast with the general belief that reconstruction methods such as the Bayesian method or the template matching method are General biological discussion merely mathematical techniques without any biological relevance. The minimal achievable reconstruction considered in the preceding sections is actually a general measure of how
The reconstructed position x in all reconstruction methods considered above can be expressed as accurately a physical variable is encoded by a population
and function c(x) can be written in the form
where as before n i is the number of spikes that cell i fired in a certain time window, f i (x) is a basis function associated with cell i. The function A(x) is an additive bias, which is independent of the activity of the cells and is reminiscent of a regularization term (Poggio et al. 1985; Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977) . See also Zemel, Dayan, and Pouget (1997) for related discussion. The bias is needed only for implementing Bayesian methods. For all basis function methods, there is no bias term; that is, A(x) å 0. See Table 2 for a summary.
Here the Bayesian methods are implemented by taking
13. An example of addition and multiplication of 2 basis functions.
the logarithm of the posterior probability in Eqs. 36 and 41.
Addition yields a distribution with 2 peaks, yet multiplication yields only
Because logarithm is monotonic and does not change the 1 peak. Key operation of Bayesian reconstruction method is multiplication peak position, maximizing the product P sis functions is illustrated in Fig. 13 , although taking loga-
rithm can transform a product into a sum. For the direct To avoid taking the logarithm of zero, an arbitrary small basis method, the computation is the sum positive number may be added to the tuning function f i . The
other factors in the Bayesian Eq. 36 becomes the additive bias In Bayesian method, the crucial part of the main Eq. 36 is the product
which does not depend on activity n i . An intuitive interpreta-The product is like a logical ''and'' operation and the final tion of the bias is that it favors positions that animal visits peaks correspond to those positions where all contributing frequently, that is, places with high P(x), and at the same template functions in the product are not close to zero. By time disfavors places that are over-represented by a large contrast, the sum behaves like a logical ''or'' operation and number of cells or cells with excessively high firing rates. all peaks from contributing template functions are preserved. The bias term becomes a constant and can be ignored if the This difference explains why output distributions of basis animal is equally likely to visit all positions and the average function methods are usually much broader and more likely firing rates of all cells are uniform across space. to contain multiple peaks than that of the Bayesian methods The difference between addition and multiplication of ba- (Fig. 2) . functions. Here the coefficients are the numbers of spikes, Probabilistic which are proportional to the instantaneous firing rates
within the given time window, which is plausibly a fraction
of a second. The linear combination only requires a feedfor-
ward network in which the basis functions are implemented by the connection weights (Fig. 14) . More precisely, the 
(79) the reconstructed position from preceding time step, u(x) is dimensionless average speed at position x, and d is a constant (1°d°2). rent network may perform operations similar to winner-takeall, noise cleaning or maximum likelihood estimation (Pouget and Zhang 1997) . This approach has some biological plausibility because attractor dynamics might actually be used by the brain, for example, in the hippocampal system Samsonovich and McNaughton 1997; Tsodyks and Sejnowski 1995a; Zhang 1996) , the primary visual cortex (Ben-Yishai et al. 1995; Somers et al. 1995; Tsodyks and Sejnowski 1995b) , and motor cortex FIG . 14. A unified network implementation for various reconstruction (Lukashin et al. 1996) . One may ask which reconstruction algorithm is actually Cells in 2nd layer represent value of x by their locations in layer. Activity used by the biological system, for example, for spatial navidistribution in 2nd layer represents how likely it is for each possible value gation with the hippocampus place cells. There are a few of x to be true value.
general predictable effects. According to the unified network implementation in Eq. 74, different methods are distinwhere n i /t is the instantaneous firing rate of cell i in the first layer, and W irx is the weight from cell i in the first layer guished mainly by the template functions that are implemented as synaptic weights. For example, the direct basis to cell x in the second layer. The weight pattern is defined to be proportional to the template function: W irx å tf i (x). method would imply a weight pattern directly proportional to the mean firing rate given by the tuning function, whereas Indeed, linear combination of basis functions is biologically plausible computational strategy that has been used by the Bayesian method would imply a weight pattern proportional to the mean firing rate on a logarithm scale. Whether many authors, such as in 3-D object representations (Poggio and Girosi 1990; Ullman and Basri 1991) , parietal spatial or not the brain uses the most efficient construction method might also be tested by spatial acuity at neural or behavioral representation Segnowski 1994, 1997; Zipser and Andersen 1988) , modeling place cells (O'Keefe and levels. For our dataset, such information is not available.
What we have shown here is that the biological system does Burgess 1996; Redish and Touretzky 1996; Zipser 1985) , and/or as a general strategy for neural representation (An-have the computational resources to implement the most efficient algorithms we considered, which can reach the best derson and Van Essen 1994; Poggio 1990; Zemel et al. 1997) .
possible accuracy defined by Cramér-Rao lower-bound under idealized situations. The maximization in the second computational step in Eq. 73 can be implemented by any circuits that can approximate a winner-take-all operation on the activity distribution in the C O N C L U S I O N S second layer after the first feedforward step. An exact winner-take-all implementation might not be needed in the bioThe goal of this paper has been in part to compare different reconstruction methods, to improve the accuracy of these logical system because there are different ways of reading the distributed information after the first step is done. In methods, and to assess their performance against the theoretical lower bound on reconstruction accuracy for all possible general, the full activity distribution after the first feedforward step contains more information about the probability methods. For trajectory reconstruction based on spike trains from simultaneously recorded hippocampal place cells, distribution of the position and it may be useful to maintain this information for the purpose of further computations that probabilistic methods based on Bayesian formula were exceptionally accurate, especially when information about the need to take into account the variance of the estimate as well as the mean of the position (Nowlan and Sejnowski reconstructed position from the previous time step was used to discourage discontinuities in the trajectory. In our best 1995).
The bias term for the one-step Bayesian method can be reconstruction with an average of up to Ç30 spikes within the time window, the mean errors were in the range of the implemented simply as constant inputs to the second layer. To implement the additional bias for the two-step Bayesian 5 cm intrinsic error of the position tracking system. This reconstruction study has also revealed some interestmethod, a type of short-term memory is needed for the winner-take-all operation. The quadratic bias in Table 2 comes ing properties of place cells, such as erratic jumps of reconstruction errors and their correlation with movement and the from the Gaussian distribution in Eq. 43, but the precise functional form is not critical. In network implementation, local field potentials, the slow systematic drift of reconstruction error, as well as a possible shift of the optimal center any facilitation mechanism that favors units close to the previously selected winner unit and prohibits units far away of the reconstruction time window towards the past during continuous periodic running. should suffice.
Therefore, it is feasible for a biological system to impleThere are two major implications for our consideration of the theoretical lower bound on reconstruction accuracy ment all the reconstruction methods considered in this paper. Moreover, a simple Hebb rule should be enough for learning derived by Fisher information and Cramér-Rao inequality.
First, this lower bound determines precisely how accurately the weights used in the Bayesian method and the direct basis method because the desired template function for each cell a physical variable is encoded in the neuronal population in the sense of mean square error, regardless of which method depends only the tuning function of the same cell. However, the reciprocal basis method may need a nonlocal learning is used for reading out the information. That is, this bound quantifies the amount of information encoded in the neuronal rule.
A related observation is that attractor dynamics in a recur-population regardless of decoding method. As a conse-numbers of spikes fired by these cells within the time window t quence, the best achievable accuracy is valid not only for 
place cell dataset, the best reconstruction errors were above the estimated theoretical limit by perhaps a factor of two or where the second equality is valid only when the matrix inverse is nonsingular.
so. The remaining discrepancy may be caused by various
The reciprocal basis functions obtained by Eq. A2 are appropriate approximations involved.
only if the animal visits each spatial position equally frequently.
One counterintuitive result emerging from our theoretical
When the visiting probability is nonuniform, there are several ways consideration of accuracy is that making the size of all place to modify the matrix G or the basis functions. First the simple Eq.
fields smaller (or larger) without changing their peak firing 21 is the same as the prescription rate would have no effect on the accuracy of coding the
animal's position in the whole population. However for 1-D work space, a narrower tuning curve gives more accurate This is the formula used in our systematic comparison of different coding. By contrast, for three and higher dimensions, a reconstruction methods in Fig. 5 . Alternatively, we may choose broader tuning function gives more accurate coding. Thus
two dimensions are a critical case in which the coding accuracy is independent of the width of the tuning function.
A third possible formulation is
Despite popular belief to the contrary, we have shown that all reconstruction methods considered in this paper including
template matching and the Bayesian method can be implemented as simple feedforward neural networks. This result Here three diagonal matrices have been used, which are defined as suggests that biological systems are capable of implementing all of these reconstruction methods. The reduction of the nonlinear Bayesian method to the linear basis function
framework relies on the assumptions of Poisson spiking statistics and independence of different cells. For the place cell data, they are reasonable approximations, although they are not exactly true.
Whenever neuronal activity is correlated with a measurable physical variable, reconstruction of this variable from population activity is a relevant problem both as a research and tool and as a hint to how the brain might solve the same problem. There are no intrinsic constraints on the type of physical variables that can be reconstructed, or on the type
of tuning functions that the cells can encode. For example, instead of the position in a continuous 2-D space, the variable where K is the total number of position pixels, P k is the probability could as well be discrete and disjoint, which might be more for visiting position k, and f V i is the average firing rate of cell i.
suitable for representing distinct classes of objects or categoThese formulas are related. In Eq. A5, the D term is related to ries.
firing rate variability (see below). For large time window t, the D term vanishes, and Eq. A5 is reduced to Eq. A4. When the has been derived by minimizing the error function In this section we modify the reciprocal basis by taking into account a nonuniform probability distribution for visiting different
positions as well as the randomness in firing rate. As with the original reciprocal basis, the modified basis functions are optimal where P nÉk is the probability for the spike vector n to occur at with respect to mean square error. However the reciprocal relationposition k and the position k is represented by the vector I k , the ship is lost. For our dataset, the performances of these modified kth column of the K 1 K identity matrix. Assuming Poisson spike methods were sometimes better than the original reciprocal basis, statistics, we can expand Eq. A9 and evaluate each term by using as shown in Table 1 .
In general, consider a basis function method
where » … means average over spikes, after setting derivative of the error function with respect to matrix G to zero. Thus we obtain where N is the total number of cells, n Å (n 1 , . . . , n N ) are the Eq. A5. The diagonal matrix D appears here because the self-Fisher information (Cover and Thomas 1991; Kay 1993; Rao 1965; Scharf 1991; Seung and Sompolinsky 1993; Zacks 1971) 
2 / »n i … contains the additional term »n i … because of firing rate variability [cf. Salinas and Abbott (1994) ].
When firing rate variability is ignored, the equation
where the last equality follows from straightforward calculation under the assumption that the probability P(nÉx) of firing n spikes holds exactly. This is a reasonable approximation when the firing at position x has Poisson distribution with the mean firing rate rates are high or the time window is large. Dropping out the term tf ( x). P nÉk in Eq. A9, we only need to minimize
The squared error for any unbiased estimator of position x cannot exceed the Cramér-Rao bound, namely
The result is Eq. A4.
whose validity originates from the universal Cauchy-Schwartz in-
equality. This result agrees with the intuitive Eq. B3.
B A S E D O N F I S H E R I N F O R M A T I O N
When more than one cell is used in reconstruction, as long as they are independent, the total Fisher information is the sum
Basic approach
We provide an intuitive argument for using Fisher information
and then sketch our method for estimating a lower bound for reconstruction error using the Cramér-Rao inequality. This leads to an effective composition rule of minimal errors: As an intuitive example, consider a 1-D situation with an idealized place cell whose firing rate f ( x) depends only on position x (Fig. B1 ). Suppose the cell fired n spikes within the time window t. Because of random variation in the exact number of spikes, the formula where e 2 is the minimum achievable value of »Dx 2 … by using all
( B 1 ) the cells from 1 to N, and e 2 i is defined as the same error using only cell i. is true only on average but not for each individual trial, When we So far, we have only considered a 1-D problem. Extension to use this single cell to estimate the position x from the actual firing 2-D estimates is simple if we assume that the error statistics in x rate n/t and the shape of the tuning curve f ( x), the fluctuation of and y directions are the same. Then the squared error of reconstructhe number of spikes would result in an error Dx that obeys tion is
where the first equality is a definition, the second equality follows ered by Skaggs et al. 1996 . One difference is that here the probability for spatial occupancy should not be included. from the Poisson statistics Eq. B10 and the last equality follows from the Gaussian tuning Eq. B9.
The third method exploits the linear relationship between the area A of a place field above a given cutoff firing rate f cutoff and First consider the simple case where all cells have identical peak firing rate and tuning width. Now the total Fisher information with the logarithm of f cutoff (Muller et al. 1987 ). This linearity is consistent with the Gaussian model in Eq. B17, which gives respect to x 1 for all N cells should be
Because A depends linearly on ln f cutoff , both s and f max can be obtained by linear regression. In our dataset, the movement of the animal was restricted on a where c i is the center of the Gaussian tuning function for cell i, narrow track. Simply assuming that each observed place field is a and h is the number of cells per unit volume in D-dimensional circular symmetric 2-D Gaussian cut by the track, we can estimate space (see Eq. 62). The sum is replaced by the integral under the the width s of the uncut Gaussian by a modified variance method. assumption that the number of cells N is large and the centers c 1 , First, concatenate the pixels in the 2-D distribution f (i, j) to obtain . . . , c N are uniformly distributed in space. Because of the symmetry a 1-D distribution f (i) and then assume a 1-D Gaussian distribution with respect to different dimensions, we can use the same argument to obtain the 1-D tuning width in Eq. B8 to obtain the Fisher information for all N cells with all dimensions included 
track. This is because when a 2-D Gaussian is cut by an arbitrary where the average » … is with respect to the population of cells straight line, the resultant 1-D distribution is a Gaussian of the with different peak firing rate and tuning width. Assuming indepen-same tuning width. The above procedure is valid if different 1-D dence of the tuning parameters, we have slices cut in parallel with the track have approximately the same peak rate.
Finally

Distribution of reconstruction error and correction factor
A correction factor is needed because the Cramér-Rao bound only gives an estimate of the variance of unbiased reconstruction, where the correction factor F D is given by Eq. B26. The result is that is, the average square of the reconstruction error »r 2 …. Its Eq. 58. In addition, it is easy to derive Eq. 61, which immediately square root »r 2 … differs slightly from the direct average of reconleads to the equivalent Eq. 57. struction error »r…. The task of this section is to determine the ratio F D Å » r…/ »r 2 … analytically.
Estimating tuning width
For reconstruction in D-dimensional space, it is natural to assume that the distribution of the error vector obeys a D-dimensional To evaluate the Fisher information, the width s in the Gaussian tuning model needs to be estimated. Given the spatial distribution Gaussian distribution of the average firing rate f ( x, y) measured experimentally for a single cell, we want to estimate the tuning width s assuming a In addition, the error now occurs in both y and z directions so that where n i is the number of spikes for cell i within the time window t and the background firing rate B is subtracted to improve recon- around the circle.
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